UNITRENDS CLOUD BACKUP
SIMPLE PROTECTION FOR YOUR MOBILE WORKFORCE

Secure Endpoint Protection for Your Global Team
Unitrends Direct to Cloud Backup is a simple, cost-efficient way to protect and secure laptops, PCs and other
endpoints connected to your corporate network. Use alone or as a complement to your Unitrends all-in-one backup
appliance.

Enterprise Class Data Protection Isn't Just for Servers Anymore
Protect end-user and server data in your distributed environment without the hassle of setting up an appliance
or providing local storage at every office location. Unitrends Cloud Backup is the simplest way to backup from
anywhere with Internet connectivity — including WiFi — to protect employee endpoints regardless of their location.
End users simply download and start backing up. Recovering data is simple too. End users or IT admins can initiate
recovery from any Internet connected location. You get hassle-free recovery, and no one has to drive to the office.

Everything You Need for One Simple Price
Up to 1 TB of cloud storage is included with each workstation, more than enough for even your largest endpoints.
No fees to access your data or restore files, and recovery is self-service. No surprises. No gotchas. Just simple,
cost-efficient endpoint protection.
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The intuitive Unitrends Cloud Backup management console makes protecting laptops and servers easy.

Hands-Off Protection for Windows Endpoints
Unitrends Cloud Backup is a simple, cost-efficient way to protect and secure endpoints and other network
connected devices, saving your organizations hours of lost productivity. Use Unitrends Cloud Backup alone or
to complement your Unitrends all-in-one backup appliance. Now supporting Windows 8 and later with support for
many more operating systems coming soon.

Secure Cloud Protection for Your Global Team

Use Unitrends Cloud Backup for endpoints and files that
don’t need to be on a traditional backup appliance. Use
Unitrends Cloud Backup alone or as a complement to
Unitrends backup appliances.

End User Productivity

Protect critical data on your end users' laptops and remote
PCs, regardless of location. With simple backup to the
Unitrends cloud end users spend less time dealing with
complex backup processes or suffering the consequences
of lost data.

Simple Deployment

Provide enterprise-class protection for your endpoints
in minutes. End users simply download a backup agent
and start backing up their endpoint data directly to the
Unitrends Cloud.
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Save Money, Reduce Complexity

Get data loss protection for endpoints without the
need for local storage.

Flexible Recovery

Initiate recovery from any location with an Internet
connection, including WiFi, so no one has to drive to
the office. End users can recover their own data with
self-service software or with the help of an administrator.

Restore Data Where You Need It

You can restore files to the original endpoint or to a
different device running our backup agent.

Multitenancy Reporting

Reporting designed to help enterprises and MSPs track
utilization and charge back to departments or MSP
customers.

